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1. Introduction

At present, the coloring of animation sketches mostly depends on the hand-painted coloring of professional animation painters, which will spend a lot of time and energy. At the same time, the coloring effect is also affected by individuals [1, 2]. The emergence of convolutional neural networks [3] provides a new perspective for the coloring of gray images. Its emergence makes it possible to complete many tasks in computer vision at the same time. It is necessary for the computer to automatically color the animation sketch. At the same time, for some ordinary people, they can use this method to color the line sketch and create their favorite color pictures. These methods can automatically colorize animation line art to generate rich color pictures; in addition to manual selection of specific colors color to color, the coloring time is much faster than hand-painted coloring. However, generative adversarial networks (GANS) have always had a long training time, unstable generation effect, and non-convergence of the network [4, 5]. These problems can lead to poor quality of color pictures generated by the GANS-based animation line art coloring model. For example, the color filling is unreasonable, the filling color exceeds the filling area, and the color brightness is inconsistent.

As far as GANS-based coloring models are concerned, it is challenging to meet the actual needs, and the coloring results also need to be screened. Some color pictures of poor quality are inevitable, time-consuming, and laborious. GANS consists of a generator and a discriminator [5]. When the animation line art is colored, the generator inputs the animation line art and outputs the colored image. Moreover, the choice of the generator network structure and loss function will directly affect the quality of the final output color picture. Therefore, designing a suitable stable network and a suitable loss function can improve the quality of generated color images. The role of the discriminator is to discriminate whether the generated color image is close to the effect of artificial coloring avoidance. The final output is a color image with poor quality, and the discriminator will affect the training stability of GANS. Training GANS needs to achieve the Nash...
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coloring model mainly adopts the architecture of GANS. Algorithms at present, the deep learning-based automatic GANS also occupies an important position in mainstream more and more GANS variants, GANs have achieved significant results in various fields of images. In image coloring, GANS also occupies an important position in mainstream algorithms. At present, the deep learning-based automatic coloring model mainly adopts the architecture of GANS.

Pix2Pix [6] is also a significant variant of GANS, using conditional generative adversarial networks (CGANS) to achieve image-to-image conversion; it can do many things, such as drawing sketches, convert outlines to pictures, converting night scenes to day scenes, auto colorize, and more.

Moreover, Style2paints, as a style transfer coloring model variant of GANS, needs to provide a reference image for color use in advance when converting the anime line art into color images [7]. The generator network proposed by Style2paints also uses U-net with residual enhancement. In the web, a residual module is added between each level in the right half of the network to enhance the coloring detail texture, and an auxiliary classifier is added to the generator network structure. The discriminator can distinguish the true and false of the generated image and classify its related styles to achieve style transfer.

PaintsChainer, which is now widely used, uses an unconditional discriminator and has achieved remarkable results [7]. Users only need to input an animation line art picture to get a color picture, and they can also get the effect under the color style by adding the color they want. However, because no labels make it easy to pay too much attention to the relationship between lines and feature maps, the image composition will lead to overfitting, and the line filling will be confusing.

It can be seen that to improve the performance of the GANS network, much research has been done on its network structure. Moreover, GANs have also achieved outstanding results in animation line art coloring. U-net has been proven to have an excellent effect on the coloring of anime line drafts. Still, the biggest problem is that the upsampling convolutional layer and the downsampling convolutional layer of U-net are directly spliced [8, 9]. When the first layer is discovered, it can simply jump-connect all the features directly to the last layer of the decoder, thus minimizing the loss, which results in the middle layers of the network not being able to learn anything, no matter how many times it is trained. In the network, there will be a problem of gradient disappearance in the middle layer.

A deep learning model for animation line draft coloring is proposed to solve the above problems. The overall structure of the model is an adversarial generative network model. The generator structure of the model uses the improved residual-enhanced U-net network structure, and the discriminator uses the ResNet network structure [10–12]. Inspired by the ResNet network, the original U-net network sampling up-convolutional and down-sampling convolutional layers changed directly. The method is no longer a jumber connection. The Swish activation function is used, and two connection modules are proposed. The proposed Swish module can better filter the feature information transmitted in the network and improve the network’s learning ability. When the low-level convolutional layer completes the task, the high-level convolutional layer can still obtain the filtered feature information for learning. After coloring the animation line draft, the color details are confused, and the gradient disappears during the training process. In addition, the discriminative network is used as a perceptual network, and the perceptual features of the generated image and the actual image can be obtained to calculate the perceptual loss. The coloring model with perceptual loss can generate qualitatively better color images.

3. Coloring Model of Animation Sketch Based on Enhanced Deep Learning

U-net network is a U-shaped convolutional neural network structure, which is initially used in the field of image segmentation. It has two branches, the left one is the encoding network structure, and the right one is the decoding network. U-net has also been widely used in image synthesis. However, it is easy to form gradient disappearance in the middle layer during network training. The emergence of non-linear activation functions makes neural networks more expressive.

To improve the quality of the generated color images, a generative adversarial model for coloring animation sketch is proposed, as shown in Figure 1. The generator network uses the residual enhanced Swish activation function based on U-net to convey feature map information. The selection in the discriminator uses a ResNet network. It has the following advantages.

(1) Two kinds of connections are proposed based on the residual module and the Swish function. This can solve the problem of the gradient disappearance of the middle layer in the U-net network training process, better filter the feature map, better learn the feature map of each level, will not cause the gradient to disappear, and the convergence curve can also converge faster.

(2) Propose using perceptual loss to better capture reference images and the difference between the generated image, making the resulting color image more textured and color-to-color transitions are smoother.
IK_he experimental results in the Anime Sketch Colorization Pair dataset show that the coloring effect of the method proposed in this paper is better than the current coloring method and is close to the impact of artificial coloring.

3.1. Whole Network Structure. The generator network structure is based on an improved version of U-net, as shown in Figure 2, which is a Swish U-net network structure enhanced by residuals. The network has six different resolution levels, and as the level increases, the resolution gradually decreases. Like U-net, Swish U-net can also be regarded as the left and right branches. Still, a Swish Mod is embedded between the left and right components of the same resolution level to filter the information transmitted from the encoding path to the decoding path; instead, of the original jumper, Swish Mod can speed up the convergence speed of the network and improve the performance of the network. Each green dotted box in Figure 2 is a Swish Gated Block, and there are 10 in total. In the left branch, the output of each Swish Gated Block consists of the feature map output by the residual part and the feature map filtered by Swish Mod; in contrast, in the right department, the output of each Swish Gated Block consists of three parts, which are the feature map output by the residual part, the feature map filtered by the input Swish Mod, and the feature map filtered by the Swish module corresponding to the left branch.

Except for the last convolutional layer of the network, all convolutional layers use normalization and LReLU functions. The input of the Swish Gated Block of the $i$-th layer is the output of the Swish Gated Block of the $i-1$ layer for $1 \times 1$ convolution obtained after the operation. In addition, the number of convolution kernels for the $1 \times 1$ convolution operation in the $i$-th layer is the same as the number of convolution kernels for each convolutional layer in the $i$-th layer. From resolution level 1 to resolution level 6, in each resolution level, the number of convolution kernels of each convolutional layer is 96, 192, 288, 384, 480, and 512 in turn. The last convolutional layer will output the final color image, consisting of 27 $1 \times 1$ convolution kernels, and no normalization and activation functions are used.

Generally speaking, the role of the discriminator is to distinguish between authentic images and generated images. ResNet is selected as the discriminator network on the discriminator. Here, the discriminator has two tasks: (1) It discriminates between generated images and authentic images. (2) The generated and authentic images’ perceptual features are extracted by calculating the perceptual loss as a perceptual network. The discriminator network is finally normalized to improve the stability of network training. Then, the ReLU activation function is used to make network training faster while preventing gradients from disappearing.
Figure 3 shows the training process. Each step includes two processes of forwarding propagation and back-propagation. The two processes are completed once as one epoch. When the number of times is less than the set training value Num, it will continue to cycle; Figure 4 shows the prediction flow chart after the model is trained, only forward propagation.

3.2. Swish Module and Loss Function. The new residual module Swish Gated Block proposed in this paper improves the residual module in ResNet [12–14]. The Swish Gated Block is composed of Swish module and residual, Swish module contains a convolutional layer and Swish activation function. In the structure of the proposed residual module, \( x \) represents the input data, \( F(x) \) represents the residual, \( F(x) + x \) is the output of the residual module, and "+" represents the corresponding addition of pixel points, \( G(x) \) denotes the result of the convolutional layer in Swish module, "·" means the corresponding multiplication of pixels; \( T(x) \) represents the output of the convolutional layer in Swish Gated Block after the non-linear LReLU function, \( S(x) \) is the output of Swish module, "⊕" represents the splicing between feature maps, and "\( T(x) \oplus S(x) \)" is the final output of Swish Gated Blok.

In the residual module, the input data \( x \) are directly added to the residual without processing; In Swish module, \( x \) is processed, and the Sigmoid function is used; its advantage is that it can control the magnitude of the value, and in the deep network, the importance of the data can be kept from significant changes. In addition, non-linear LReLU is used for the convolutional layer in Swish Gated Block, which has a better effect than ReLU for generating classes. Swish module filters the input data \( x \), like a gate that controls the transmission of the input data \( x \) from the bottom layer to the high layer through a shortcut feature map. Swish module is defined as follows:

\[
S(x) = X \cdot \sigma(G(x)),
\]

where \( S(x) \) is the output of Swish module, \( x \) is the input data, \( G(x) \) is the output of the convolutional layer, \( \sigma(*) \) represents the Sigmoid function, and "·" represents the multiplication of the corresponding pixels.

The output of Swish Gated Block is as follows:

\[
y = T(x) \oplus S(x),
\]

where \( T(x) \) is the residual part in the module, \( S(x) \) is the information filtered by Swish module, and finally spliced together to output the obtained feature map.

The generator and discriminator proposed in this paper are trained separately, using pairs of matching images as a data set of images. Anime line art is the input data, and paired color images are the labels. For colorization tasks, simply comparing the pixel colors of the generated image and the reference color image can seriously affect the quality of the output image. Because a black and white image is given, the hair color can be silver or black. The black and white image has a one-to-many relationship with the colored image. Still, there is only one label, so it is unreasonable only to consider the L1 loss of each pixel. Perceptual missing is proposed for this purpose, which can help capture the difference between the generated color image and the reference image, and L2 regularization is added to prevent the model from overfitting.
The perceptual loss is calculated based on the feature map and expressed as follows:

$$L_g = \sum_1 \lambda \|\varphi_1(T) - \varphi_1(G)\|_1 + \alpha \sum_{i=1}^n \lambda_i^2.$$ (3)

Among them, $\lambda$ takes the value $[0, 5]$, $T$ represents the generated image, $G$ represents the actual image, $\varphi_0(G)$ represents the convolution operation with the network structure of the discriminator, $\varphi$ represents no convolution operation, represents the original image, $\varphi_1(G)$ denotes the output result (feature map) of the first layer of convolution, representing the perceptual feature, and so on. $\lambda \approx [0.88, 0.79, 0.63, 0.51, 0.39, 1.07]$, indicating the weights of different layers. The regularization coefficient $\alpha = 0.009$, and the optimizer adopts Adam.

The network of the discriminator uses ResNet, and the data are normalized after the convolutional layer so that the data will not be too large and lead to unstable training [14, 15]. The loss of the discriminator here is the discriminator loss proposed by GANS.

$$L_d = -E[\log(D(T)) + \log(1 - \sigma(D(T)))],$$ (4)

where $G$ represents the actual image, $T$ represents the generated image, $D$ represents the discriminator, $\sigma(\cdot)$ represents the sigmoid function, and $E$ represents the mathematical expectation.
4. Case Study

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Indicators. To verify the performance of the proposed method, training is performed on large datasets, Anime Sketch Colorization Pair, which has a large number of paired anime line art images and anime colorization images. Training is conducted on 15432 anime line drawings and their corresponding color images, and all pictures of the experiments are resized to 512 × 512 resolution. Assessing the quality of generated images has always been a complex problem. The colors generated by different coloring models in other areas of the same coloring image are also different during the coloring process. In addition to differences in color, images generated by different shader models also vary significantly in image quality (texture, shading, brightness) and visual quality of images. Therefore,

Figure 6: Comparisons of Swish U-Net model (with perceptual loss), SwishU-Net-WPL model (without perceptual loss) and U-Net model.
we use several standard image quality quantitative indicators to evaluate and compare SwishUNet and other existing colorization methods. The quantitative evaluation indicators used in the experiments include peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM), and feature similarity (FSIM) [15–17]. To confirm the role of perceptual loss in the colorization model, we use Fréchet inception distance (FID) [15–17] as an evaluation criterion to quantify the quality of color images. Figure 5 shows the coloring results of the proposed coloring model. To get a color image of eight different colors, only an animation line draft is needed to input.

### 4.2. Experimental Results

Figure 6 shows a comparison of two colorization models with and without perceptual loss. It can be seen that the color image generated by the shading model with perceptual loss is more vivid and complete, especially the color gradient is smooth, the shadow distribution is reasonable, and there is no sense of violation; the color image generated by the shading model without perceptual loss. The colors are not rich enough, and there are fewer gradients of color changes. In addition, the color image generated by the colorization model without perceptual loss is also low in color saturation, and there is no apparent boundary between the characters and the background in the picture. Therefore, the perceptual loss significantly influences the shading effect, and the image texture generated by the shading model with the perceptual loss is more detailed. The transition between colors is also smoother.

To further investigate our approach, quantitative analysis was used to evaluate the quality of the generated images, as shown in Table 1. We used FID as a quantitative indicator to assess the generated color images’ quality (sharpness) and color diversity. The automatic colorization model is a one-to-many transformation, where FID is used to determine the quality of the generated color images; SwishUNet without perceptual loss is abbreviated as SwishUNet-WPL. In addition, PSNR, SSIM, FSIM are used here to evaluate the performance of the three algorithms, and the best results are shown in bold. SwishUNet achieves the best performance on all metrics. SwishUNet without perceptual loss has the worst performance on all metrics, indicating that perceptual loss plays a vital role in the colorization model. The quality of the color image generated by the proposed Swish module residual enhanced network is better than the image generated by the U-net network, indicating that the Swish module residual enhanced generative model has a better coloring effect.

#### Table 1: Comparisons of SwishU-Net model (with perceptual loss), SwishU-Net-WPL model (without perceptual loss), and U-Net model on four quantitative indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>FID</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>FSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swish U-net model</td>
<td>108.23</td>
<td>18.55</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-net model</td>
<td>115.96</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swish U-net-WPL model</td>
<td>119.25</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2: Comparisons of the Swish U-Net model, Style2paints model, and PaintsChainer model on average running time and model complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Average running time</th>
<th>Model complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swish U-net model</td>
<td>≈30</td>
<td>≈58000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style2paints model</td>
<td>≈41</td>
<td>≈70000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaintsChainer model</td>
<td>≈46</td>
<td>≈77000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.3. Algorithm Complexity Calculation

Table 2 compares the algorithmic complexity of SwishUNet and the current mainstream algorithms. All algorithms are based on python language and implemented on GPU; only 512 × 512 images are tested here. 16 parameter layers are selected for the above experiments to balance performance and computational efficiency.

It can be seen that Style2paints and PaintsChainer consume much time due to the complex optimization process. At the same time, the generative network of SwishUNet reduces the running time by not using normalization layers. Despite using a lightweight framework, the average running time and the number of parameters results show that SwishUNet performs better after quantitative analysis.

### 5. Conclusion

It takes time and energy to color the animation sketch by manpower. As a popular color generation technology of network animation sketch, GANS has not achieved certain results in the past few years. There are some basic problems, such as color confusion, poor color gradient, unreasonable color sketch, and so on. Therefore, the GANS network based on a Swish function module proposed in this paper can better learn the details of sketch during color filling and avoid color confusion when the color exceeds the filled area. At the same time, it can directly carry out end-to-end training from animation sketch to color picture. The module can automatically color the sketch and generate color pictures with rich colors and clear textures. The experimental results show that this method has better coloring ability than the existing methods and can obtain more realistic and better visual effect color images. In the future, if there are better conditions, it will make up for the shortcomings of this paper, use the GPU with stronger performance to increase the network parameters, and expand the network scale, in order to generate higher resolution images and solve the problems of complexity and diversity. Although the U-net network structure has better generation effect than the self-encoder, it also increases the parameter quantity and complexity of the model. In the future, we will consider looking for a more suitable network structure as the discriminator model to reconstruct the image, so as to achieve better generation effects while simplifying the model.

### Data Availability

The data set can be accessed upon request.
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